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AP English Language & Composition 
Ms. Pameticky and Mr. Wells 

 
2017 Summer Reading and Technology Project 

 

In the spirit of AP, and in celebration of reading and writing, 

Wichita High School East AP English juniors and seniors are required to 

complete summer reading and related assignments.    

Students will check out George Orwell’s 1984 from their AP 

teacher.  Students may also purchase their own copies of the required reading.  

 

Purpose:  to begin thinking as AP Language students; to begin reading & writing as AP Language 

students; to use close observation; to consider the world around you from different perspectives. 

 

All AP Language juniors are required to read and complete the following 
assignments related to 1984  by George Orwell: 

 
I. Assignment 1 (due 2

nd
 day of school):  Journal Essay 

 

II. Assignment 2 (first week of school):  Objective test over the book 

Study guides will be distributed to aid in review but are not required to be 

completed for a grade. 

 

III. Assignment 3 (second week of school):   In-class group discussion 

 

IV. Assignment 4 (second week of school):  Write an in-class rhetorical essay over a 

passage selected from the novel 
   

Journal Essay: 
1. Relevance:  Students are expected to address the quote in their Journal Essay and connect to the 

assignment directly.   

2. Thoroughness:  Journal Essay response should evidence care and thought.  In written 

responses, simple factual recording of events (unless for the purpose of support) will not 

receive as high an evaluation as one which clearly displays interpretation and analysis.  

Although a minimum requirement of 500 words is specified in the assignments, the word 

minimum will be stressed.  Among AP students, we anticipate three to four pages, typically, for 

this kind of task.   

3. Form and Style:  Unless otherwise indicated, Journal Essays are expected to follow standard 

conventions regarding clear introductions, well-developed and supported body paragraphs put 

together logically, appropriate conclusions, coherence and unity throughout, and attention to 

stylistic concerns such as sentence construction and variety, as well as effective vocabulary 

choices, etc.  THIS IS NOT STREAM-OF-CONSCIOUSNESS WRITING!  These  are NOT 

expected to be INFORMAL.  Students will be in the process of developing strong academic 

‘voices’ as scholars and critics. 
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Journal  Essay:  

 
  In George Orwell’s 1984, that novel of totalitarian politics whose great mistake was to 

emphasize the villainy of society’s masters while playing down the mischief of the masses, the 

goal of communications technology was brutal and direct: to ensure the dominance of the state. 

The sinister “telescreens” placed in people’s homes spewed propaganda and conducted 

surveillance, keeping the population passive and the leadership firmly in control. In the face of 

constant monitoring, all people could do was sterilize their behavior, conceal their thoughts 

and carry on like model citizens. 

This was, it turns out, a quaint scenario, grossly simplistic and deeply melodramatic. As 

the Internet proves every day, it isn’t some stern and monolithic Big Brother that we have to 

reckon with as we go about our daily lives, it’s a vast cohort of prankish Little Brothers 

equipped with devices that Orwell, writing 60 years ago, never dreamed of and who are loyal 

to no organized authority. The invasion of privacy — of others’ privacy but also our own, as we 

turn our lenses on ourselves in the quest for attention by any means — has been democratized. 

- From “Little Brother is Watching” by Walter Kirn (New York Times.  15 Oct., 2010) 

 

 

Journal Essay—Defend, challenge, or qualify Kirn’s assertion about “Little Brother.”  Include 

anecdotal evidence of your experiences or observations to support your position.  Students should 

consider their own reliance and interdependence with technology.  Students should consider how 

technology is used to monitor, but also how people voluntarily submit to monitoring through social 

media and other technology. 

 

 

1984 by George Orwell 

Study Questions – For test review only;  

study guides will not be collected for a grade. 
 

One: I, II, III 

1. Who is the main character? Describe the main character. 

2. What is the setting of the novel? Give the country and the city. 

3. What are the three slogans of the Party? Write them the way they are shown in the novel. 

4. What does the caption on the posters say? 

5. Name each of the Ministries and explain its function. Also include the Newspeak name for each ministry. 

6. What date does the main character record? 

7. Describe the two people the main character sees just before the Two Minutes Hate.  Tell what he thinks of each of these 

people. 

8. Explain the importance of Emmanuel Goldstein. Also describe the way his image looks. 

9. Explain the importance of Big Brother. Also describe the way his image looks. 

10. What crime does the main character commit? How does he do this? What is the punishment? 

11. What is the telescreen and how is it used? 

12. Describe thoughtcrime and give an example. 

 

One: IV, V, VI 

1. What happens to the rewritten news articles after Winston puts them into the pneumatic tube?   Why is this significant? 

2. Winston thinks that what he is does is not forgery. What does he think it is? 

3. What is Winston’s greatest pleasure in his life, and why is it so? 

4. Describe the aim of Newspeak and how it works. 
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5. What is Syme’s observation about Winston’s appreciation of Newspeak? 

6. Winston is at lunch when the message on the telescreen relates the good news about increases  in production, including that the 

chocolate ration has been raised to twenty grams a week. What is Winston thinking as he hears this message? 

7. What is facecrime? Give an example. 

8. Who is looking at Winston during lunch? How does this affect him? 

9. What is the aim of the Party with regard to male-female relationships and sex? 

10. What is the Party’s policy on marriage, divorce, and children? 

 

One: VII, VIII 

1. Where does Winston think hope lies? Why? 

2. What is the Party belief about the proles? 

3. Describe the one time that Winston held real evidence of an act of falsification. 

4. What bothers Winston the most, along with the sense of nightmare? 

5. What bothers Winston more than the thought that he might be a lunatic? 

6. What is the heresy of heresies? Why is that terrifying to Winston? 

7. For whom does Winston realize he is writing his diary? Why? 

8. What is the final, most essential command of the Party? 

9. What does Winston write in his diary? 

10. Describe what happens when Winston goes to the antique shop, and who he sees when he comes out. 

 

Two: I, II, III, IV 

1. Describe what happens when the girl with the dark hair falls on the floor. 

2. What does the note say? 

3. How does Winston feel about the message on the note? 

4. Describe their next meeting. 

5. Describe their meeting in Victory Square. 

6. What emotions does Winston feel at first when the girl put her arms around him?  What emotion didn’t he feel? 

7. What is the girl’s name? 

8. Winston asks the girl what attracted her to him. What is her answer? 

9. What does the girl tell Winston about her attitude toward the party? 

10. Summarize Julia’s explanation of the meaning of the Party’s sexual puritanism. 

11. According to Winston, how has the Party used the instinct of parenthood? 

12. What does Winston do the next time he visits the little shop? Why? 

13. What does Julia bring to their meeting? 

14. How does Winston react when he sees the rat? 

 

Two: V, VI, VII, VIII 

1. Who has vanished? 

2. How has Winston changed since he started coming to the little room with Julia? 

3. What do Winston and Julia realize about their relationship? 

4. What does Winston realize from talking to Julia about things he remembers? 

5. Describe the meeting between Winston and O’Brien. 

6. What does Winston think this meeting means? 

7. What does Winston tell Julia the real betrayal will be when they are caught? 

8. How does Winston say they can beat the Party? 

9. Describe the meeting between O’Brien, Julia, and Winston at O’Brien’s apartment. 

10. What does O’Brien know that surprises Winston? 

 

Two: IX, X 

1. Why is Winston working such long hours? 

2. According to The Book, what is the aim of modern warfare (in accordance with the principles of doublethink)? 

3. According to The Book, what is really going on with the war, and why? 

4. While Winston is reading Chapter 1 of The Book, he stops for a minute. Why does he stop reading? 

5. How is the current government different than any previous governments? What invention enables it to be like this? 

6. Explain the organization of the Party. 

7. Explain the concept of doublethink. 

8. What is the one thing that Winston and Julia know they will never do together? 

9. While Winston and Julia are in the room, he says, “We are the dead,” and Julia repeats the phrase. What occurs next? 
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10. What does Winston discover about Mr. Charrington? 

 

Three: I, II 

1. Where is Winston as this section of the novel opens? 

2. What is Winston Smith’s number? 

3. Who is brought into the cell with Winston and why does he think he is there? 

4. Who is brought into the cell next and why? Who denounced him? How does he feel about the arrest? 

5. What is the number of the room where the guards take some of the prisoners? How do many of them react to this? 

6. Who comes into the room next? What does Winston discover about this person? 

7. Describe what is happening to Winston in Three: II, and who is doing this. 

8. What does O’Brien tell Winston about Big Brother, the Party, and the Brotherhood? 

9. What is the last question that Winston asks O’Brien in Three: II? What is O’Brien’s answer? 

10. Does Winston betray Julia in either of these chapters? 

 

Three: III, IV, V, VI 

1. According to O’Brien, what are the three stages of Winston’s reintegration? 

2. What does Winston find out about the Book? 

3. Winston learns why the Party seeks power. What is the reason? 

4. How has Winston changed physically during his imprisonment? What does he do after he sees himself in the mirror? 

5. What is Winston’s answer when O’Brien asks, “Can you think of a single degradation that has not happened to you?” 

How does O’Brien respond? 

6. While Winston is exercising himself in Crimestop, he calls out, “Julia1 Julia! Julia, my love! Julia!” What does this show 

about him? What happens to him as a result?  Include his conversation in the room with O’Brien. 

7. According to O’Brien, what is in Room 101 in general? What is this for Winston in particular? 

8. Describe the scene with the cage. Tell what is in the cage. Tell the outcome of the scene. 

9. Describe what happens when Winston and Julia meet after they have been released.  Include the verse that Winston hears. 

10. What is Winston thinking at the end of the novel? 

 

Appendix, Afterword 

1. What is Newspeak and what is its purpose? 

2. Explain what is in the A vocabulary of Newspeak. 

3. What two things about the grammar of Newspeak are peculiar? 

4. Explain what is in the B vocabulary of Newspeak. Give examples. 

5.What aspect of the B vocabulary outweighs almost all others? 

6. Explain what is in the C vocabulary of Newspeak. Who uses this part of the language? For what is there no word? Why? 

7. According to the Afterword, what are the mood and warning expressed in the novel 1984? 

8. With what real concept from the era around 1961 does Orwell connect the dictatorial society in 1984? 

9. In the Afterword, what point about doublethink is made? 

10. According to the Afterword, what warning is Orwell giving anyone who reads 1984? 

 


